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1) Introduction: Over the last several years, there has been an increasing movement towards
donor-centered philanthropy, where charities focus on the interests of the donor rather than
the needs of the charity. Gift planning marketing has been slow to adapt to this change,
largely marketing gift planning vehicles based upon the benefit to the charity and the tax
savings to the donor. With ever-increasing demands on gift planning programs to produce
current results, and the growing integration of gift planning and major gifts, marketing
programs need to adapt to this donor-centered philosophy to maximize the benefits of gift
planning expertise for the charities.

2) History of Gift Planning

a) In The Beginning
i) Deferred Giving Programs

(1) Asked loyal supporters to provide for charity through their will
(2) Some offered charitable gift annuities
(3) Focus was on the need of the charity

b) After the 1969 Tax Act
i) Planned Giving Programs

(1) 1969 Tax Act made additional deferred giving options, such as the charitable
remainder trust available

(2) Focus moved from the need of the charity to the selection of the right charitable
giving vehicle or tool

c) Today
i) Gift Planning Programs

(1) Donor-centered, rather than charity centered or gift vehicle centered approach
(2) Focus shifts to integration of donors’ philanthropic goals with their overall tax

and financial planning needs, to create a more meaningful and lasting legacy
(3) Charitable gift planning is the PROCESS of cultivating, designing, facilitating,

and stewarding gifts to charitable organizations. -NCPG
(a) Charitable gift planning:

(i) uses a variety of financial tools and techniques for giving,
(ii) requires the assistance of one or more qualified specialists,
(iii) utilizes tax incentives that encourage charitable giving, when appropriate,

and
(iv) covers the full spectrum of generosity by individuals and institutions, and

is based on powerful traditions of giving in the United States.

3) Breaking the Mold – We need to reinvent gift planning marketing to promote gifts using a
donor-centered, gift planning process



a) Stop sending out materials selling gift vehicles and tax benefits
b) The Gift Planning Pyramid to Classify Prospects

i) Top of the Pyramid – Top level prospects in need of legacy planning services
ii) Middle of the Pyramid – Mid-level prospects in need of complex asset structuring and

planning
iii) Bottom of the Pyramid – Marketing responders, small gift annuity and bequest donors
iv) Location – where prospects fall on the pyramid drives the amount of individualized,

focus which can be spent on the prospect; but all appeals and discussions should be
framed to meet the needs of the donor, regardless of level

4) Marketing to Your Prospects Using a Donor-Centered Approach

a) Build your marketing and stewardship program around a moves-management framework
i) Identify and Educate Gift Planning Prospects

(1) Which prospects should I target? – Those with high affinity
(a) Consistent annual fund donors
(b) Engaged board members and volunteers
(c) Those closest to your organization

(2) How do I find my target audience?
(a) Electronic Screenings -- Screenings can be helpful, but if you don’t have the

funds, you can evaluate your own database of consistent givers and others
close to your organization

(b) Shouldn’t I be talking to WEALTHY people? Absolutely. However, wealth
indicators are used to place prospects into the different levels of the pyramid
described in 3(b), not to determine who belongs in the pool of prospects you
should be contacting. First you evaluate for affinity and then you place in the
pyramid based upon wealth or capacity. After you place prospects in the
pyramid, you then determine who you want to talk to first

(c) Shouldn’t I be talking to OLD people? When you select your prospect pool,
you DO NOT select by age, you select by affinity. However, once you have
the pool, you can then look at discreet subgroups within your target audience
and build relationships with whichever subgroups meet the needs of your
organization. Since gifts from our more senior constituents are likely to
mature first, many organizations elect to start there or with the most wealthy.
Keep in mind that age should not be used to select the TARGET audience,
instead it can be used to focus within your target audience

(d) What about people who attend our events? –If your event attendees don’t
provide additional support, they generally are not your best gift planning
prospects

(3) Make donor-centered information available broadly (since even the best
identification tools will miss some prospects with interest) but do not exhaust
your budget to do so
(a) Existing publications – ads in existing publications need not be fancy but

create presence
(b) Existing e-publications—consider a gift planning “tip of the month in your

electronic newsletters



(c) Existing pledge cards – all requests for gifts should have language for the
donor to request more information about legacy giving opportunities. If that
language can be donor-centered, it will have more impact and result in better
relationships and more meaningful gifts

(d) Website -- a website is the 21st century brochure for your gift planning effort.
If you don’t have a gift planning website, or gift planning content on your
general site, you need to add it right away

(e) Educational Seminars – more effective for some types of charities than others,
consider the message your audience would want to hear and if there is a way
to convey that information in a helpful and unique way

(f) Radio Spots – a low priority item that can have great impact, particularly if
your organization already does spots for other purposes

(g) Receipt Stuffer – an easy to produce perforated card with reply device to
remind donors that their annual support will not continue after the donor
passes, unless they endow their support

(4) Donor-centered messaging to help potential prospects meet their own personal
planning objectives
(a) Crafting Your Legacy
(b) Unlocking Value in Your Existing Assets
(c) Using Your Real Estate Creatively
(d) Increasing Your Retirement Income
(e) Providing Income to Your Elderly Parents
(f) Paying for College for Your Children or Grandchildren
(g) Maximizing Your Children or Grandchildren’s Inheritance
(h) Creating a Family Vision and Multi-Generational Plan

ii) Cultivate Identified Prospects
(1) Personal visits are the best way to cultivate prospects. You should set

ambitious visit goals and then exceed them. Mailings do not produce an
abundance of legacy gifts. Knowing your donors and helping them to meet their
personal planning and philanthropic objectives produces the largest gifts your
organization can receive

(2) Brochure Program -- Since most organizations cannot meet with all of their
identified prospects, particularly at the bottom of the pyramid, tools like the
brochure series provide a means to further the conversation without requiring
direct visits
(a) General Brochure -- Stand alone piece to deliver a comprehensive but

generalized description of prospect personal planning objectives
(b) Specific Brochures -- Series of 8 brochures as outlined in 4(a)(i)(4) to provide

more detailed information on the personal planning objectives. Include both
charitable and non-charitable solutions, or references for where to find non-
charitable information

(3) Reply Cards -- Consistent text for reply cards across the charity using donor-
centered, personal planning objectives language

(4) Professional Advisory Network: (Attorneys, Accountants, Financial Planners,
Estate and Investment Professionals, Philanthropic Advisors, Family Offices,



Trust Officers, and Life Insurance Agents).Develop a national (or local if you are
a local charity) network of professionals to access as
(a) a referral network for prospects who need advisors
(b) a resource to draw upon for state specific questions
(c) a conduit to pass gift planning information to advisors

(i) Resource Binder (print or electronic) – Binder to include
1. general information about your charity and its mission
2. donor profiles
3. descriptions of personal planning objectives and tools available to help

meet them
4. sample bequest language
5. technical information on gift and estate tax implications of gift types
6. contact information
7. an e-mail distribution list for providing updates

iii) Solicit prospects who have been identified and cultivated
(1) Visits and in-person conversations are the best way to solicit gifts, and absolutely

required at the top and middle levels of the pyramid; mailed solicitations are
designed to close gifts at the bottom of the pyramid or get prospects to self-
identify from the middle and top of the pyramid

(2) Postcard Mailings -- deliver 5 unique postcard messages throughout the year to
the identified prospects, focused on meeting their personal planning needs (and
messaged according to time of year) while also highlighting your mission
(a) Start with the entire identified list
(b) As program evolves, subdivide the list based upon particular characteristics

and needs (for example, different mailings for women, same gendered
couples, singles, married no kids; generational cohorts; life transitions)

(3) Specialty Mailings
(a) For colleges and universities – timed to reunions (Reunion GP Chairs)
(b) For tax law changes (i.e. Charitable IRA Rollover, Katrina)

iv) Steward prospects who have completed gifts
(1) A consistent and comprehensive stewardship program is an essential part of the

Marketing strategy.  Stewardship goes far beyond acknowledging the donor’s gift.
It becomes a vehicle through which donors actively participate with the charity
and in turn continue their support

(2) Legacy Society – A special recognition society to celebrate meaningful gifts that
create enduring legacies. Society should have its own brand, a special keepsake
and brochure describing its history and purpose. The list of members should be
published whenever possible and in all donor recognition vehicles. Donors
making these types of gifts want to be remembered. Try creating a bound emeritus
society list (of deceased members) and have it out for review at Society events
(a) Events

(i) Annual event at a location where you can provide real life examples of the
benefits matured gifts have produced

(ii) Special tent or gathering spot for members at other existing events (i.e.
alumni or homecoming weekends at higher education institutions or galas
for hospitals)



(iii) Special treatment at events (i.e. wear a special medallion or pin,
preferential seating or parking)

(3) Newsletter – note that the newsletter moves from a solicitation piece that very few
people read, to a stewardship piece (we decreased our circulation from 35,000 to
3,500 and we get the same total number of responses)
(a) No detailed descriptions of CRTs, CLTs, etc.
(b) Include donor profiles, telling the story of what motivated the donor to make

the gift, not highlighting the vehicle, tax benefits or mechanism. Those belong
in education and cultivation pieces discussed earlier. The purpose of this piece
is to immortalize the donor

(c) Include articles that are genuinely helpful to the donors, such as “important
documents in your estate plan” or “how to arrange your affairs before you
travel overseas”

(d) Give donors a chance to write in and share their views
(e) Provide tax updates on both non-charitable and charitable changes to the law
(f) Foster the relationship with your gift planning staff, so donors feel they know

you when you visit or call on the phone
(g) Send it to all Society members, plus anyone who has inquired about a Society

qualifying gift in the last 3-5 years. It keeps you front of mind in a service-
oriented way

(4) Birthday Card Program
(5) National Philanthropy Day/Thanksgiving Day/Holiday Card program
(6) Check Stuffer – similar to the receipt stuffer, to encourage donors to consider

adding to their legacy gift when they get each payment from a life-income gift

5) Conclusion – Gift planning marketing needs to embrace donor-centered fundraising. Not
only will it produce more and larger gifts for charities, it will create more donors who want to
make repeat gifts.
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